Circulating tumor cells (CTCs) have the potential to predict metastasis, and the capture of CTCs based on their surface markers is mostly applied for CTC detection. Considering that the CTCs with a metastatic phenotype preferably form a metastatic focus and that aptamers have the ability to bind targets with high specificity and affinity, we selected aptamers directed toward metastatic cells by subtractive Cell-SELEX technology using highly metastatic MDA-MB-231 cells as the target cell and low-metastatic MCF-7 cells as the negative cell for the capture of metastatic CTCs. Affinity and selectivity assays showed that aptamer M3 had the highest affinity, with a K D of 45.6 ± 1.2 nM, and had good specificity against several other types of metastatic cancer cells. Based on these findings, we developed an M3-based capture system for CTC enrichment, which has the capability to specifically capture the metastatic cells MDA-MB-231 mixed with non-metastatic MCF-7 cells and CTCs derived from the peripheral blood from metastatic breast cancer patients. A further comparative analysis with the anti-EpCAM probe showed that M3 probe captured epithelial feature-deletion metastatic cells. We developed an aptamer-based CTC capture system through the selection of aptamers by taking whole metastatic cells, not known molecules, as targets, which provided a new insight into CTC capture and Cell-SELEX application.
INTRODUCTION
Breast cancer (BC) is the most frequently diagnosed malignancy among women worldwide, and metastasis is the main cause of cancer-related death in patients with BC.
1 Despite significant advances in its clinical management, BC mortality remains high, due to the failure to discover early metastasis and predict recurrence. 2 Therefore, there is an urgent need to develop effective strategies to monitor the metastasis and predict the recurrence of BC to increase survival.
Circulating tumor cells (CTCs) are rare cancer cells released from primary tumors into the bloodstream. 3 The CTCs that exist in patients' peripheral blood are closely related to the risk of metastasis and recurrence as well as the effect of anti-cancer therapy; therefore, CTCs have the potential to serve as predictive biomarkers. [4] [5] [6] Hiraiwa et al. 4 detected CTCs derived from gastric cancer patients and found that the counts were higher in metastatic patients than in non-metastatic ones and were significantly correlated with advanced tumor stages. In the case of BC, a CTC analysis is expected to have a more notable value in clinical settings, compared to other kinds of cancers, due to its dominant hematogenous metastasis feature. 7 Yan et al.
Because CTCs are extremely rare, with numbers as low as one CTC among a few million white blood cells (WBCs) and a few billion red blood cells (RBCs) in 1 mL of whole blood, 8, 9 how to effectively separate and enrich CTCs from patients' blood becomes a prominent challenge for CTC analysis. Current CTC enrichment and isolation approaches are mainly based on CTCs' physical and/or biochemical properties, which are distinguished from those of various blood cells. 10 Using the physical methods, CTCs are isolated based on their size, density, and electric charge. However, these methods do not have sufficient specificity to acquire the required enrichment purity. 11 The biochemical methods for capturing CTCs rely on the specific markers distributed on the tumor cell surface by immune reaction, such as an antigen-antibody reaction. The most widely used marker is the epithelial cell adhesion molecule (EpCAM), which is expressed by most tumor cells derived from the epithelium. 12, 13 Although antiEpCAM is utilized to capture the CTCs from different kinds of cancers, the strategy is still impractical in terms of specificity, due to the failure to capture EpCAM-deletion CTCs, such as the CTCs possessing stem cell features or those undergoing epithelial-to-mesenchymal transition (EMT), which might result in false negatives, because both tumor stem cells and EMT cells in circulating blood have a superior metastasis potential, compared to other epithelial-feature cells, and possibly act as functional seeds for initiating metastasis. [14] [15] [16] [17] Perhaps, this is the main reason why some reports do not show a significant relationship between CTC counts and clinical metastasis. 18 Accordingly, increasingly more studies focus on improving the enrichment efficacy by increasing the specificity using metastasis-related markers or a combination of multiple markers to enrich functional CTCs. [19] [20] [21] For example, Satelli et al. 19 used the EMT marker cell-surface vimentin (CSV) to detect CTCs from prostate cancer patients and demonstrated that the CSV-based method isolated and quantified CTCs with higher sensitivity (93.33%) and specificity (94.4%) compared to the EpCAM-based method, which had a sensitivity of 53.33% and a specificity of 83.33%. Liu et al. 20 ) with the ability to selectively recognize various target molecules, and they are usually generated through an in vitro selection procedure called the systematic evolution of ligands by exponential enrichment (SELEX) from a large library of random DNA or RNA molecules. 22, 23 Compared to monoclonal antibodies, aptamers possess higher affinity and specificity, ease of chemical modification, and superior stability, making them the most advanced reagents for the detection of target molecules. 24 Cell-SELEX is a cell-based SELEX technology that aims to select aptamers directed toward cell-surface molecules by using whole living cells as targets. 25 Unlike other SELEX methods, Cell-SELEX enables the generation of cell-specific aptamers without any prior knowledge of the molecular features of the selected cells, making it possible to generate aptamers that recognize unknown cell-surface biomarkers. 26 Specifically, the newly developed subtractive Cell-SELEX generates aptamers targeting specific phenotype cells by adding a subtractive step using the selected cells with given functional differences, such as differentiated cells and non-differentiated cells, 27 virus-infected cells and uninfected cells, 28 and metastatic cells and non-metastatic cells. In previous studies, we conducted this subtractive strategy using high-metastatic LoVo cells as the target and low-metastatic HCT-8 cells as the negative control, which resulted in the production of aptamers with the capability to bind specifically to metastatic colorectal cancer cells. 29 Since it has been reported that not all CTCs that enter the blood circulation have the ability to join the final metastasis, 30 developing capture probes against functional CTCs with a metastasis phenotype might be a better strategy for a clinical trial, compared to using universal probes such as anti-EpCAM. Fortunately, this can be achieved by generating aptamers via Cell-SELEX using selected cells with differentially metastatic phenotypes. Furthermore, a panel of aptamers against different targets on the same cells can be generated via a single Cell-SELEX process. Several studies have achieved an improved detection sensitivity for target cells using a group of aptamers. 31, 32 As for a CTC analysis, the use of multi-aptamers directed toward a given phenotype of cells is expected to enhance the capture efficiency and accuracy. However, thus far, there are no reports on generating aptamers using Cell-SELEX for BC-derived CTC capture. Accordingly, we used metastatic BC MDA-MB-231 cells as the target cells and low metastatic MCF-7 cells as the negative cells to perform subtractive Cell-SELEX and generated five DNA aptamers that bind specifically to MDA-MB-231 cells. Furthermore, aptamer M3, with the highest affinity, was chosen as a specific probe to capture CTCs, and a highly specific enrichment of the target MDA-MB-231 cells and CTCs from BC-patient whole blood, especially the EpCAM-negative cells from the whole blood, was achieved. [35] [36] [37] we still detected the metastatic phenotype differences between the two types of cells using a Transwell assay before Cell-SELEX in order to confirm the functional difference of the two cell lines used in our lab. As shown in Figure S1 , both the migration and invasion ability of MDA-MB-231 are much stronger than MCF-7 cells, which is consistent with the previous reports. For the first two selection rounds, we only applied the MDA-MB-231 cells for the positive selection to enrich the bound ssDNA sequences to ensure enough ssDNA sequences for the subsequent selection. From the third round, a negative selection with MCF-7 was added prior to the positive selection to remove the nonspecific sequences.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
After ten rounds of selection, the enrichment progress of the third, sixth, eighth, and tenth selected pools was monitored by flow cytometry. As shown in Figure 1A , there was a clear right shift of the fluorescence peak of the MDA-MB-231 cells treated with the third round, compared to those treated with the ssDNA library, indicating that the ssDNA sequences that bound to the MDA-MB-231 cells were enriched. As the selection progressed, a steady right shift of the fluorescence peak was observed, while there was no further significant change from the sixth to tenth round, indicating that enrichment of the ssDNA sequences bound to MDA-MB-231 cells reached saturation. In contrast, for the MCF-7 cells, there was a left shift in the fluorescence peak after the third round, implying that counterselection removed the ssDNA sequences bound to the MCF-7 cells. A quantitative analysis of the fluorescence intensity showed a consistent result with that of flow cytometry, revealing that the enriched ssDNA sequences specifically bound to the target MDA-MB-231 cells but not the negative MCF-7 cells ( Figure 1B) . Based on the aforementioned findings, the tenth-round pool was considered the best candidate for further identification.
The enriched pool of Cell-SELEX round 10 was first PCR amplified and cloned, and 50 clones were selected for sequencing. Based on the sequences' repeatability and secondary structures, five candidate aptamers (named M1, M2, M3, M4, and M10) were chosen and synthesized with fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC) labels for further characterization ( Figure S2 ; Table S1 ). The binding abilities of these candidate aptamers to the target MDA-MB-231 cells and the control MCF-7 cells were determined by flow cytometry, which showed a greater fluorescent intensity with the MDA-MB-231 cells for all five candidate aptamers, compared to the ssDNA library ( Figure 2A ). In contrast, a weak fluorescent intensity was detected from the candidate aptamers with the MCF-7 cells, suggesting that these five aptamers specifically bound to the MDA-MB-231 cells but not to the MCF-7 cells. Among these, aptamers M3 and M10 showed a greater binding capability to the target MDA-MB-231 cells. Further fluorescence microscopy imaging ( Figure 2B ) revealed that, compared to the ssDNA library, the target MDA-MB-231 cells incubated with M3 and M10 showed obvious fluorescence signals on the cell surface, but this was not present for the MCF-7 cells, which further indicated the specific binding of M3 and M10 to the target MDA-MB-231 cells. 
Characterization of M3's Properties for MDA-MB-231 Cell Capture
Because of the rarity of CTCs in the peripheral circulation, a high specificity and an excellent affinity are both mandatory requirements for effective CTC capture. High specificity ensures the capture of the functional CTCs, avoiding an inaccurate estimate in the clinic. An excellent affinity offers a strong enough binding to the target cells, which is especially necessary to resist the background interference from large amounts of blood cells. Moreover, recent studies show that CTCs take the form of clusters, which have more metastatic potential than single CTCs. [38] [39] [40] CTC clusters are defined as a group of more than two or three tumor cells (up to >100), and their capture might require a probe with a stronger binding affinity. Compared to antibodies, aptamers generally display a strong binding affinity to their ligands, with dissociation constants on the order of picomoles to nanomoles. 41, 42 For example, Jiang et al. 41 revealed that the interaction between the protein immunoglobulin E and its aptamer matched, or even surpassed, that of the immunoglobulin E (IgE) and its monoclonal antibody. Based on the aforementioned data, we first chose aptamers M3 and M10 to determine the binding affinity with the target MDA-MB-231 cells. To verify the cell selectivity of aptamer M3, aptamer M3 was further assessed with other BC cell lines, normal cell lines, and other cancer cell lines from different organs. First, we found that aptamer M3 did not bind to any normal cell lines, either from human or mouse, revealing that aptamer M3 possessed tumor cell-binding specificity ( Figure S4 ; Table 1 ). The aforementioned results confirmed that aptamer M3 has a high specificity and an excellent affinity, making it an effective molecular probe for capturing CTCs.
To effectively capture CTCs, the other characteristics of aptamer M3 were further analyzed. We performed the Cell-SELEX at 4 C to achieve more cell-surface-specific aptamers, as ssDNA is non-specifically taken up by cells through endocytosis at physiological temperatures. 45 However, CTC capture is usually conducted at room temperature or under physiological circumstances; thus, we investigated the binding ability of M3 to target MDA-MB-231 cells at 25 C or 37 C. As shown in Figure 3B , there was little change in the fluorescence intensity of the target cells at 25 C or 37 C compared with that at 4 C, suggesting that M3 maintained its binding activity to the target cells at the detected temperatures, which provides very comfortable alternatives for aptamer-based CTC capture in practice.
As shown in Figure 2B , the M3-bound target was present on the MDA-MB-231 cell surface. To verify the biochemical characteristics of the target, we performed enzyme-treatment assays on the MDA-MB-231 cells using proteinase K or trypsin. As shown in Figure 3C , compared to the enzyme-free digestion, there was a detectable fluo- rescent intensity drop after the treatment with trypsin, in spite of no similar change with proteinase K, which suggested that aptamer M3's target may be a protein. This molecular feature will be helpful to further identify the target of M3 and, in turn, improve the capture efficiency and verify the significance of the captured CTCs. In addition, considering that real CTC capture is manipulated in a whole-blood circumstance, in which the aptamers' activity might be influenced because of degradation by nucleases, 46 the stability of aptamer M3 in blood was investigated by incorporating M3 into human plasma. A DNA electrophoresis analysis showed that the aptamer M3 maintained its integrity (tight band) without obvious degradation during a 2-hr incubation with the plasma, and most of the aptamer still remained after 3 hr ( Figure S7 ). Further, a flow cytometry assay revealed that M3 conserved its specific binding to the target cell MDA-MB-231 during at least a 2-hr incubation with the plasma. The good stabilities of M3 in terms of structure and function could meet the essential requirement for CTC capture. Given that more robust conditions may be encountered in the capture, the stability of the aptamer could be further enhanced by reducing its nuclease susceptibility via the modification of the nucleic acid backbone. 47 
Enrichment of Cancer Cells Using an Aptamer M3-Based Capture System
Taking advantage of M3's high affinity and specificity to target cells, its ability to capture CTCs was evaluated by creating a capture system using M3-coated 96-well plates ( Figure 4A) . First, the system was applied to capture target MDA-MB-231 and non-target MCF-7 cells. As shown in Figure 4B , after undergoing the capture process, in the M3-coated wells, the green-stained target MDA-MB-231 cells were captured, but almost no red-stained non-target MCF-7 cells were captured; for the ssDNA library-coated wells, neither the target nor the non-target cells were observed. These results indicated that aptamer M3 specifically recognized the target cells and captured them under such a system. To further demonstrate the capture specificity of aptamer M3, we mixed the target MDA-MB-231 cells (pre-stained green) and the non-target MCF-7 cells (pre-stained red), at different percentages (target cells accounted for 50%, 25%, 15%, or 10%), to form mixed-cell suspensions. After capturing, the green-stained cells were present in the wells, but almost no red-stained cells were observed at the various mixing concentrations ( Figure 4C ), which demonstrated that the M3-based system had a strong ability for capturing target cells without the interference of non-target cells.
To further investigate the clinical utility of the M3-based system, we used aptamer M3 to capture CTCs in real blood samples, including six healthy volunteers and 25 BC patients. In Figure 4D , the cells without any staining were RBCs, and the cells positive for both DAPI and CD45 were WBCs, while the cells positive for DAPI and negative for CD45 were CTCs. Based on these data, no CTCs were found in all healthy volunteers' blood samples, apart from WBCs and RBCs, while CTCs were detectable in blood from metastatic BC patients, with a higher detection percentage than that for non-metastatic BC patients (10/14, 71.4%, versus 1/11, 9.1%) ( Figure 4E ). Moreover, M3-probed CTCs were present in all eight blood samples from the diagnosed patients with distant metastasis, which was much higher than that from patients with lymph node metastasis alone (2/6, 33.3%) ( Figure 4E ; Table S2 ), which further indicated that M3 might have the potential to capture functional CTCs with metastatic activity.
Currently, most reports, including the commercial Food and Drug Administration (FDA)-approved capture system CellSearch, use epithelial antigens, such as EpCAM, for CTC enrichment, but the capture effectiveness for clinical utility is hard to satisfy. 48 This is mostly because the method based on EpCAM fails to enrich the CTCs with low or no EpCAM expression, which usually have more metastatic potential due to the occurrence of EMT. To investigate the EpCAM expression patterns in various types of cells with different metastatic potential, we detected the EpCAM expression in several cell lines by flow cytometry. As shown in Figure S8 , we did not find the obvious relationship between EpCAM expression levels and cells' (Tables 1 and S3 ). In this study, the selection of the aptamers was based on the difference between the metastatic tumor cells and the non-metastatic tumor cells. Thus, in theory, the obtained aptamers specifically recognized the metastatic tumor cells; indeed, aptamer M3 displayed its metastatic specificity in the aforementioned experiments. To further determine whether aptamer M3 targets different subpopulations from EpCAMpositive cells, we chose two metastatic BC cell lines, MDA-MB-231 and MDA-MB-436, to detect the targeting patterns of M3 and antiEpCAM by flow cytometry. As shown in Figure 5A , for the MDA-MB-231 cells, approximately 39% of the cells were labeled by anti-EpCAM, whereas up to 83% of the cells were labeled by M3, and approximately 37% of the cells bound only to M3. These data mean that, if MDA-MB-231 cells are captured by an anti-EpCAM probe, then nearly 37% of the cells would be determined to be negative. For MDA-MB-436, the phenomenon was even more obvious: only about 8% of the cells were labeled by anti-EpCAM, whereas nearly 32% of the cells were labeled by M3, and up to 29% of the cells were only probed by M3, which means that if capture of MDA-MB-436 cells with EpCAM probe, a higher percentage of the detected cells would be defined as negative compared to that of MDA-MB-231 cells. Since both MDA-MB-231 and MDA-MB-436 have a high metastatic potential, and M3 labeled higher percentages of these cells compared to anti-EpCAM, it is reasonable to believe that M3 captured more active CTCs, although further validation experiments need to be done.
To further confirm that the M3-based capture system also enriches M3-positive but EpCAM-negative MDA-MB-231 cells in the blood, we spiked MDA-MB-231 cells in healthy donor blood for cell-capture www.moleculartherapy.org experiments. After M3 capture, followed by successively staining for FITC-labeled anti-CD45, phycoerythrin (PE)-labeled anti-EpCAM, and DAPI, the cells on the substrates of the M3-coated wells were identified under the microscope. As shown in Figure 5B , similar to the results from flow cytometry, among the cells captured by M3, there were also some EpCAM-negative cells apart from the EpCAM-positive ones, indicating that aptamer M3 captured metastatic cancer cells that did not express, or minimally expressed, EpCAM. The same results reappeared in the cells captured from clinical patient blood, obtaining some EpCAM-negative cells on M3-coated surface ( Figure 4D ). All these indicated that aptamer M3 might have a more favorable ability to capture CTCs compared to the widely used EpCAM-based approach.
Conclusions
We have successfully generated a group of five DNA aptamers that specifically recognized target MDA-MB-231 cells via subtractive Cell-SELEX technology. Among them, aptamer M3 demonstrated superior affinity, with a K D of 45.6 ± 1.2 nM, and had good specificity against metastatic cancer cells, including target cells and several other types of metastatic cancer cells. Furthermore, the cell enrichment results showed that M3 captured the target cells spiked into non-target cells or whole blood. In addition, aptamer M3 maintained its specific recognition capability for target cells at room or physiological temperature and maintained its stability in plasma. These characteristics of aptamer M3 enabled it to have great potential for the application of CTC enrichment. It is interesting to note that an M3-based probe not only detected CTCs from metastatic BC patients' blood but also captured a high percentage of EpCAM-negative cells from metastatic target cells and clinical blood samples, implying that M3-bound CTCs might have a more significant prediction value for metastasis in the clinic. Based on this, we plan to sort the M3-bound cells to further confirm their metastatic potential. In this study, we obtained a group of aptamers, and all of them displayed the capability to bind to metastatic target cells. Thus, they might be used in combination to further increase the sensitivity of CTC capture. Although we implemented the target cell capture using the well plate system, the efficiency still needs to be enhanced, due to the limited contact frequency between the cells and the probe-loaded well surfaces. It is possible that improvements can be achieved using a microfluidic based system to increase the capture area by creating a nanomaterial-coated surface and by multiplying the contact between the cells and probes by allowing the cells to continuously flow on the chip surface. 49, 50 Additionally, an RBC lysis step can be added prior to the capture for CTC pre-concentration. 51 Compared to using probes derived from known markers for CTC capture, we applied Cell-SELEX technology to select the aptamers directed toward the cells with a metastatic phenotype as capture probes, regardless of the identification of the target molecules prior to use, which not only provides a new insight into CTC capture and CTC-related marker discovery but also extends the application of Cell-SELEX technology.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Cell Lines and Cell Culture
The human BC cell lines MDA-MB-231 (high metastatic potential, used as the target cell) and MCF-7 (low metastatic potential, used as the control cell) were used in this selection. [35] [36] [37] The other 15 cell lines-i.e., human BC cell lines MDA-MB-436, BT474, SK-BR-3, and ZR-75-30; human colorectal cancer cell lines LoVo and CL187; human gastric cancer cell lines SGC-7901 and BGC823; human lung cancer cell line A549; human liver cancer cell line HepG2; human cervical cancer cell line HeLa; murine glioblastoma cancer cell line C6; the Chinese hamster ovary (CHO) cell line; murine fibroblast cell line NIH 3T3; and human cell line HEK293-were used in the cell-binding analysis. The cell lines BT474, LoVo, HepG2, HeLa, C6, and CHO were cultured in RPMI 1640 medium with 10% FBS and 100 U mL À1 penicillinstreptomycin, and the MDA-MB-436 cells were cultured in L15 medium with 10% FBS and 100 U mL À1 penicillin-streptomycin.
The other ten cell lines were cultured in high-glucose DMEM with 10% FBS and 100 U mL À1 penicillin-streptomycin. The MDA-MB-436 cells were maintained in a 37 C and 100% air atmosphere, while the others were all incubated in a 37 C and 5% CO 2 atmosphere.
Blood Collection
To prepare for the artificial blood sample environment, peripheral blood samples were collected in EDTA-K2 anticoagulant tubes from healthy volunteers, which were supplied by The First 
DNA Library and Primers
The ssDNA library and primers were previously used in our laboratory. 29 The 85-nt library contained a 45-base nucleotide random sequence and two 20-nt primers flanked on each side (5 0 -AAGGA GCAGCGTGGAGGATA-45nt-TTAGGGTGTGTCGTCGTGGT-3 0 ). The reverse primer was biotin labeled at the 5 0 end in order to separate the ssDNA by streptavidin-coated Sepharose beads (GE Healthcare, Laurel, MD, USA). The forward primer was FITC-labeled at the 5 0 end in order to monitor the progress of the selection by flow cytometry (Beckman Coulter, Sykesville, MD. USA). All sequences were chemically synthesized and purified by high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) (Sangon Biotechnology, Shanghai, China).
Cell-SELEX Procedure
In the first selection, the ssDNA library (12 nmol) was first dissolved in pre-cooled binding buffer (BB; containing PBS, 5 mM MgCl 2 , 4.5 g L À1 glucose, 1 mg mL À1 BSA, and 0.1 mg mL À1 salmon sperm DNA), was denatured at 95 C for 5 min, and was then cooled on ice for 10 min. The target MDA-MB-231 cells (1 Â 10 7 ) were incubated with the ssDNA library at 4 C in an orbital shaker for 60 min and were then washed three times to remove the unbound sequences. The cells were scraped off, heated to 95 C for 10 min, and centrifuged. Afterward, the supernatant was collected as a template to be amplified by PCR with the labeled primers. The FITC-labeled ssDNA was isolated using streptavidin-coated Sepharose beads, was denatured by alkaline, and was then collected for the next round. The subtractive selection was performed from the third round, in which the ssDNA pool obtained from the previous round was first incubated with the control MCF-7 cells (1 Â 10 6 ) at 4 C for 60 min, and then the supernatant containing the unbound sequences was collected for the positive selection. The selection stringency was enhanced gradually by increasing the content of BSA and salmon sperm DNA in the BB, increasing the number of control cells, extending the wash time, and reducing the incubation time for the target cells. A flow cytometry analysis was conducted to monitor the progress of the selection process. The ssDNA pool with the highest degree of enrichment was PCR amplified, and the product was cloned using the Mighty TACloning Kit (TaKaRa, Tokyo, Japan) and then sequenced (Sangon Biotechnology). The Oligo Analyzer software was used to predict the secondary structures of the candidate aptamers and analyze the structure characteristics.
Flow Cytometry Binding Analysis
The enrichment of the selected pools during Cell-SELEX and the binding ability of the selected aptamers were both monitored by flow cytometry. The target MDA-MB-231 cells or the control MCF-7 (1 Â 10 6 ) cells were incubated with 250 nM FITC-labeled selected pools or aptamers at 4 C for 30 min. Subsequently, the cells were washed and suspended in PBS, and then the fluorescence intensity was determined by flow cytometry. The ssDNA library was used as the negative control.
To calculate the equilibrium dissociation constants (K D s) of the selected aptamers, an increasing concentration of the FITC-labeled selected aptamers (0 to 1,024 nM) was incubated with the target MDA-MB-231 cells at 4 C for 30 min and was analyzed by flow cytometry. The K D value of each aptamer was obtained by SigmaPlot software according to Y = B max Â X/(K D + X) (Jandel, San Rafael, CA, USA).
To determine the cell selectivity of the selected aptamers, all the cell lines described earlier were subjected to the aptamer binding assay using flow cytometry.
Fluorescence Microscopy for Binding Analysis
To determine the binding activity of the aptamers, MDA-MB-231 and MCF-7 cells were seeded in chamber slides and cultured overnight. After being washed twice with PBS, the cells were incubated with 250 nM of the biotin-labeled aptamers or the ssDNA library at 4 C for 1 hr. The cells were washed twice and incubated with QD605-streptavidin at a final concentration of 5 nM (Wuhan Jiayuan Quantum Dots, Wuhan, China) for 20 min at room temperature and then were fixed with 4% formaldehyde for 20 min and stained with DAPI for 5 min to counterstain the nucleus. Finally, the fluorescence images of the cells were obtained by fluorescence microscopy (Olympus IX51, Tokyo, Japan).
Protease Treatment Assay
To verify the feature of the M3's target molecules, the target MDA-MB-231 cells were treated with 0.25% trypsin or 0.1 mg/mL proteinase K at 37 C for 5 or 10 min, respectively. Then, the culture medium containing FBS was added to stop the enzyme's activity, and the cells were centrifuged and resuspended in PBS for the M3 binding assay by flow cytometry.
Plasma Stability of M3
To detect the stability of M3 in plasma, we first centrifuged human whole blood to obtain the supernatant and then added M3 (0.025 nmol) to the supernatant at 37 C for 0.5, 1, 2, or 3 hr. Finally, the M3 in plasma was separated by 3% agarose gel electrophoresis, and the DNA integrity was observed under UV spectrophotometry. The binding capacity of M3 to MDA-MB-231 cells in plasma was detected by flow cytometry after different times of incubation.
Cell Capture Assay
For the cancer cell capture experiments, 96-well streptavidin plates were used. The wells were incubated with biotin-labeled M3 or the ssDNA library for 1 hr, followed by washing three times with PBS. To facilitate the visualization and resolution, the target MDA-MB-231 cells and the control MCF-7 cells were first stained with CellTracker Dye (green for target cells and red for control cells) and were resuspended in BB. Next, the cell suspension was added to the wells, and they were coated with M3 or the ssDNA library for 30 min. After the supernatant was removed, the wells were washed three times with ice-cold PBS prior to observation under fluorescence microscopy.
To further verify the capture specificity of M3 to the target cells, we mixed the target MDA-MB-231 cells (stained green) and the control MCF-7 cells (stained red) in a decreased proportion (target cells accounted for 50%, 25%, 25%, or 10%), and then the target cell capture experiment was performed using M3 as described earlier.
Capture of BC Cells in Real Peripheral Blood Samples
To evaluate the target capture capacity of aptamer M3 in a complex biological environment, MDA-MB-231 cells were prepared as www.moleculartherapy.org described earlier and were mixed with whole blood. The mixed cells were added to wells coated with the M3 aptamer for 1 hr. After the supernatant was removed, the wells were washed three times with ice-cold PBS and were immediately fixed for 15 min in 4% paraformaldehyde. The cells were first incubated with DAPI for 5 min at room temperature and were then washed and incubated with FITC-labeled anti-CD45 for 1 hr at 4 C. Finally, the cells were incubated with PE-labeled anti-EpCAM for 1 hr at 4 C, and the fluorescence images of the cells were obtained using fluorescence microscopy.
Blood samples (5 mL each) for the study were drawn from the vein of patients or healthy volunteers. CTC capture experiments were performed as described earlier. C. After then, the fluorescence intensity of all the cell lines was determined by flow cytometry.
Statistical Analysis
The data are expressed as the means ± SD of three independent experiments, and the statistical evaluations were conducted using unpaired two-tailed Student's t tests. The statistical analyses were performed using GraphPad Prism software.
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